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Java How to Program, 7th EditionPrentice Hall, 2007
 The Deitels' groundbreaking How to Program series offers unparalleled breadth and depth of object-oriented programming concepts and intermediate-level topics for further study. The Seventh Edition has been extensively fine-tuned and is completely up-to-date with Sun Microsystems, Inc.’s...
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Oracle Database Programming Using Java and Web ServicesDigital Press, 2006
The traditional division of labor between the database (which only stores and manages SQL and XML data for fast, easy data search and retrieval) and the application server (which runs application or business logic, and presentation logic) is obsolete. Although the books primary focus is on programming the Oracle Database, the concepts and...
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Pentaho Reporting 3.5 for Java DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2009
Pentaho Reporting lets you create, generate, and distribute rich and sophisticated report content from different data sources. Knowing how to use it quickly and efficiently gives you the edge in producing reports from your database. If you have been looking for a book that has plenty of easy-to-understand instructions and also contains lots of...
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Just HibernateO'Reilly, 2014

	If you’re looking for a short, sweet, and simple introduction (or reintroduction) to Hibernate, this is the book you want. Through clear real-world examples, you’ll learn Hibernate and object-relational mapping from the ground up, starting with the basics. Then you’ll dive into the framework’s moving parts to...
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Java 7 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2012

	Java 7 Recipes offers solutions to common programming problems encountered every day while developing Java-based applications. Fully updated with the newest features and techniques available, Java 7 Recipes provides code examples involving Servlets, Java FX 2.0, XML, Java Swing, and much more. Content is presented in the...
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Java Enterprise in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 1999

	
		Java Enterprise in a Nutshell is an indispensable quick reference for Java programmers who are writing distributed enterprise applications. The book provides fast-paced tutorials on the following Java Enterprise APIs:

		
			JDBC, a vendor-independent API for accessing relational database systems
	...
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Java Programming with Oracle SQLJO'Reilly, 2001
If you're a Java programmer working in an Oracle environment, you're probably  familiar with JDBC as a means of accessing data within an Oracle database. SQLJ  takes you further, allowing you to access a database using embedded SQL  statements. Java Programming with Oracle SQLJ shows you how to get the  most out of SQLJ. 
...
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Oracle Application Server 10g Administration Handbook (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2004
Maximize the New and Improved Management Capabilities

Install, configure, and administer Oracle Application Server 10g and take full advantage of its flexible architecture. This exclusive Oracle Press book explains how to manage business applications, portals, and Web sites in the grid computing environment. You’ll learn...
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Core Servlets and Javaserver Pages: Advanced Technologies, Vol. 2 (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007
Java EE is the technology of choice for e-commerce applications, interactive Web sites, and Web-enabled services. Servlet and JSP technology provides the link between Web clients and server-side applications on this platform. Core Servlets and JavaServer Pages, Volume 2: Advanced Technologies, Second Edition, is the...
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First Course in Database Systems, A (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007

	At Stanford, we are on the quarter system, and as a result, our introductory database instruction is divided into two courses. The first, CS145, is designed for students who will use database systems but, not necessarily take a job im plementing a DBMS. It is a prerequisite for CS245, which is the introduction...
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Swing (Second Edition)Manning Publications, 2003
Written for the experienced Java developer, Swing provides an in-depth guide to getting the most out of Sun's Swing/JFC user interface classes. Mixing real-world code examples and expert advice on advanced features, this book shows how to make use of this powerful library effectively within your own projects.
 The best thing about this...
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Portlets in Action: Covers Portlet 2.0, Spring 3.0, Portlet MVC, WSRP 2.0, Portlet Bridges, Ajax, Comet, Liferay, Gateln, Spring JDBC and HibernateManning Publications, 2011

	
		Summary

	
		Portlets in Action is a comprehensive, hands-on guide to building portlet-driven applications in Java. Covers Portlet 2.0, Spring 3.0 Portlet MVC, WSRP 2.0, Portlet Bridges, Ajax, Comet, Liferay, GateIn, Spring JDBC, and Hibernate. 

	About the Technology
	
		Portlets are...
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